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Abstract—Q&A social media has gained a great deal of attention
during recent years. People rely on these sites to obtain information due to the number of advantages they offer as compared
to conventional sources of knowledge (e.g., asynchronous and
convenient access). However, for the same question one may find
highly contradictory answers, causing ambiguity with respect to
the correct information. This can be attributed to the presence
of unreliable and/or non-expert users. In this work, we propose
a novel approach for estimating the reliability and expertise of a
user based on human cognitive traits. Every user can individually
estimate these values based on local pairwise interactions. We
examine the convergence performance of our algorithm and we
find that it can accurately assess the reliability and the expertise of
a user and can successfully react to the latter’s behavior change.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last decade, advancements in computing and
networking have drastically changed the way people acquire
information. For example, printed sources of information and
knowledge (e.g., scientific magazines, books etc.) are being
supplanted by digital media, while functions of traditional
libraries are being taken over by online digital libraries and
search engines. In OSNs, users might seek help from their peers
for specific topics. As an example, members of the Yahoo!
Answers network can post a specific question, and the rest of
the users are free to provide answers. The same is possible
via the most popular OSN to date, Facebook, which has
introduced a new feature called “Questions“. For quick answers,
such online forums, Q&A SNs, online tutoring, etc., have the
advantage of being asynchronous, often without requiring faceto-face communications, and in general being more convenient.
Common to all of these situations is the lack of vetting of
these modern sources of information for their quality, correctness and accuracy, among other characteristics. For instance,
in the physical world, an oculist is an eponymous source who
has been recognized as an authority on eye diseases. The same
holds true for a book used in a reputable medical school; its
usage in the medical school automatically imbues it with the
status of infallibility. On the contrary, it is clear that for information provided by an online source, the same property does
not hold. In social psychology studies, people have been found
to place a higher trust on information provided from sources
classified as authorities [1], even though the classification (e.g.,
book used in university) itself is subjective. In [2], a study
of how a diverse set of human participants searches for and
appraises medical information, it was found that a “professional

look” of a web site made it appear to be more authoritative.
Inappropriate banner ads affected the credibility of the site.
Nevertheless, an unverified source can still be preferable to
humans if it is easy to access and convenient. Studies have
shown that individuals may rely on less trustworthy but more
accessible sources to obtain the information they need even
though the accuracy of the information itself is in doubt [3].
This however, increases the possibilities that their search is
inadequate or less reflective, and the obtained information will
be flawed.
The reputation1 and the expertise of the answer provider has a
direct impact on the quality of the information obtained. In this
paper, we consider a novel approach to assess user reliability
and expertise by utilizing human behavioral patterns. The main
fact our scheme is based on is the inability of a person to
know everything about all things. In other words, expertise is
context dependent; Bob is a highly-reliable person, an excellent
Java programmer and (with high probability) can answer any
question with regards to this topic. However, he will not be able
to answer questions about heart diseases. Since every question
posted is related to a specific topic (e.g., “Java programming“,
“Soccer“, etc.), we keep track of a user’s (say Jack) activity per
category with the help of the response matrix (to be defined
in the following). We define statistical metrics (estimated on
the response matrix) that capture the compliance/deviation of
Jack’s behavior with the expected profile and update our belief
on his expertise and reliability. The main advantages of our
assessment system are its lightweight nature and the fact that
it can be applied locally from every user individually.
We would like to state upfront that the current work studies the characteristics of the assessment algorithm under the
assumption that the cognitive traits considered are true. Challenging these traits is left for future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a simple example illustrating the basic idea of our
approach. Section III briefly discusses prior related studies. Our
cognitive-based assessment scheme is presented in Section IV.
Section V presents our simulation results, while Section VI
forms our conclusions and discusses the scope of our work.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a simple scenario with two users, Bob and Jack,
replying to each others’ questions about various topics. For
1 We

use the terms user reputation and user reliability interchangeably.

our example, we consider three topics of interest: “Football”,
“Medicine” and “Programming”. Each user should be able
to judge the quality of the information obtained from the
other user. Assume that Bob received some information from
Jack related to “Medicine”. Intuitively, the quality of this
information should be assessed using (1) Jack’s knowledge
about “Medicine”, and (2) reputation of Jack. However, it would
be unrealistic to assume that there is a globally consistent and
adequate way to estimate both (1) and (2) for just any user.
Achieving global consensus in such judgments is problematic
even in relatively small user communities, and it is practically
impossible in large scale social networks. Instead, we propose
to estimate (1) Bob’s subjective opinion about Jack’s knowledge
of “Medicine” and (2) Bob’s subjective opinion about Jack’s
reputation.
In this paper, we introduce a scalable and automatic way
to assess individual opinions as well as to further aggregate
them. We utilize cognitive principles of human reactions to
requests of information. If a user tends to respond consistently
to questions related to a particular topic, we consider her
knowledgeable in that area. Meanwhile, if the user is willing
to reply to many remotely related topics, it would be safer to
assume that this person is an amateur in each of those areas and
her replies should be treated as less than reliable. We formally
capture these behavioral patterns by maintaining pairwise user
views of each other in the form of response matrices (RM).
Columns in a response matrix correspond to topics of interests,
while rows reflect history of user responses. Figure 1 shows
an example of two response matrices reflecting Bob’s views
of Jack and vice versa. Note that Bob has a high opinion
about Jack’s knowledge in “Programming” since Jack’s replies
are consistently focused on this topic; Bob’s opinion about
Jack’s reliability is also high, since Jack’s responses are not
spread over various remote topics. Meanwhile Jack has a low
opinion about Bob’s knowledge in “Medicine”, as well as Bob’s
reliability.

Fig. 1. Example of Response Matrices reflecting high and low
opinions

To sum up, a user’s overall reliability is reflected through
the spread of 1s over rows of the RM, while a user’s expertise
in particular topics is represented as the density of 1s in the
corresponding columns. In Section IV, we further describe our
approach building on this example.
We would like to emphasize on the fact that opinions
are generated and propagated automatically without explicit
involvement of users. For this purpose we do not require users
to evaluate the quality of responses from their peers.

III. R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, we will briefly discuss existing work on
reputation systems and expertise inference.
Reputation systems: Reputation models have been primarily considered in the context of online electronic markets.
Users of each specific market rate each other, and a centralized authority computes the trust value (reliability) on every
single entity [4]. These computations are mainly based on
simple statistics acquired from users’ feedback (e.g., positive
and negative feedback). Sabater et al. [5] designed the regret
system. They describe their scheme using an example borrowed
from an online marketplace and they show how their system
exploits the social relations among the different users. In brief,
the reliability that a user (say Bob) has in any of his peers
(say Jack) is based on their direct interactions as well as the
interactions of witnesses (say Alice) with Jack and their social
relation with him. Huynh et al. [6] introduce the notion of
certified reputation. If Bob has no interaction with Jack and
he cannot find any witnesses to report reputation information
for Jack, Jack can present certified information about his past
performance. These are essentially references from other agents
who have interacted with Jack. Certified reputation is very
useful for open multi-agent systems, where users can leave and
join the system arbitrarily in time.
Expertise inference: There exists some related work in
the literature that tries to assess the expertise metric. Zhang
et al [7] identify expert users in an online Java forum using
a centralized approach that leverages social network analysis
tools considering the network graph structure. Similar work
can be found in [8], [9], and [10]. The well-known PageRank
algorithm [11] ranks web pages based on their popularity on
specific topics as seen from Web users; it can potentially form
the basis for expertise inference [12]. A large portion of the
existing work tries to locate expert users within a large network.
For instance, Contact Finder [13] does not directly reply to
users’ queries but identifies a set of peers that can provide a
“good” reply to the specific question. Other similar approaches
can be found in [14] [15] and [16].
There exist literature that deals with closely related and
interesting issues from the perspective of cognitive sciences.
For instance, [17] examines the way a user builds expertise.
However, to the best of our knowledge, to date there exists no
work in the literature that tries to exploit cognitive and behavioral characteristics of humans to reach the joint estimation of
reliability and expertise.
IV. A SSESSMENT SCHEME
In this section we will present our scheme which estimates
for user i (say Jack) his reliability ri and his expertise ei,q on
queries of type q (say “Football“), building on the example of
Section II.
Response matrix (RM): The Q&A SN’s participating entities can be both consumers of information, as well as providers.
When a consumer Bob asks a query he obtains responses
directly from multiple providers (e.g., Jack). The goal of the

SN is to assess the quantities rJ ack and eJ ack,q ∀q ∈ Q,
where Q is the set of different topics (in our case Q =
{“F ootball”, “M edicine”, “P rogramming”}). Bob can obtain
locally a subjective opinion about Jack’s (i) reliability and (ii)
expertise in q .
The first step is for Bob to derive the RM for Jack, MJBob
ack ∈
w×n
Π
; Πw×n is the set of w × n matrices, w is the number
of questions considered (e.g., posted from Bob) and n is the
number of different topics. In our example we have w = n = 3.
Note that there is no actual correspondence between the actual
time and the rows except that the queries were made within
the time interval TRM corresponding to the RM. Thus, multiple
“ones” in a row simply imply responses obtained to multiple
queries on different topics within TRM . A single RM can be
thought as a single snapshot of the network (with respect to
Jack’s activity in Bob’s view).
Assessment of eBob
J ack,“F ootball“ : The expertise of Jack is tightly
related with a specialization. An expert on one topic is expected
to be rather engaged on the related questions. Thus, being
consistently active is a sign of expertise in the corresponding
category2. For this task, Bob will use the column of MJBob
ack
that corresponds to “Football” (let it be column j ). Column
→Bob,j
−
j is a vector, denoted by Λ J ack (t) ∈ ℜw×1 , of “0”s and
→
−
“1”s. Λ Bob,j
J ack (t) can be thought of as an observation vector.
Its hth element, denoted by [λh (t)]Bob,j
J ack , is equal to 1 if Jack
responded to the hth “Football” question in the snapshot t;
otherwise, it is 0. We measure the interest of Jack in “Football”
through his active participation in the corresponding discussions; this can roughly capture his tendency to be an expert in
the field.
Each one of the questions in a snapshot can be thought as a
Bernoulli trial X . The trial is successful if Jack responds. Thus,
the probability of success p of X is equal to Jack’s expertise
on “Football”, which we assume to be constant throughout the
snapshot. In random variables terminology, the outcome of the
th
hth trial [λh (t)]Bob,j
J ack , is 0 if Jack did not respond to the h
“Football” question, and 1 otherwise. Hence, the probability
density function (pdf) of X is:
fh (X = λh ) = pλh · (1 − p)1−λh

(1)

By replacing p with eBob
J ack,“F ootball” , the pdf described by
Equation 1 can be thought as the formal definition of Jack’s
expertise. Given the expertise sample set we have collected,
we use the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [18]
framework to obtain an estimate on parameter p. In particular,
this estimate corresponds to the solution of the following
optimization problem:
max
p

w
X

1
·
log(fi (λi |p))
w i=1

subject to

p ∈ [0, 1]

(2)

Considering one snapshot/RM of the network at time t
provides Bob with a single sample set of observations. Thus, by
solving the MLE problem, he acquires a single point estimate
2 Later, in Section V, we will describe scenarios where expertise is falsely
inferred and how we can mitigate these occurences.

pe(t). In order to compute the uncertainty on the expertise value
with respect to Jack, we propose the use of m snapshots in
time, which will provide m sample sets. Using the estimates
computed from MLE for each of the above sets, Bob can
compute the average estimator pe and its standard deviation pf
sd .
In turn, this provides a method to obtain an expertise interval
E of width pf
e.
sd , centered at p
:
Reliability
is a personality trait, related to
Assessment of rJBob
ack
the “good will” of an entity. Given its highly subjective nature,
there are no clear metrics of Jack’s reliability. However, as
mentioned before, a reliable person can be roughly profiled as
follows:

1) Given that Jack cannot be an expert in a large variety
of topics, he is expected to reply to only a few topics.
This translates to the matrix MJBob
ack (t) of a reliable person
being dominated by “0”s.
2) Reliable Jack is expected to consistently reply to the
topics within his interest/expertise. This translates to the
matrix MJBob
ack (t) having a minimum number of “1”s which
are clustered to a few columns.
Using the profile above we can formally define the rJBob
ack . Let
(t)
.
With
δ
being
R1 be the number of “1” entries in MJBob
xy
ack
the Kronecker’s delta,
vector

R1 =

−
→Bob
Π J ack = [πj ]Bob
J ack = [

w X
n
X

i=1 j=1
w
X

−
→Bob
Π J ack

Bob
ij ]Jack ,1

Bob

]
Bob
ij ]Jack ,1 J ack

δ[m

i=1

δ[m

. Furthermore, let

. Each element of

is the number of Jack’s replies in each query category.
−
→
Finally, let R2 be the number of modes in the sample set Π Bob
J ack
(see Appendix for details in the mode calculation). Then, Jack
is considered to be reliable, that is rJBob
ack = 1, iff:
α ≤ R1 ≤ β ∧ R2 ≤ γ

(3)

Here α, β and γ are functions of the dimensions of MJBob
ack (w, n).
When the first part of (3) does not hold, we need to penalize
Jack. For example, if R1 < α, Jack can be thought as acting
selfishly; not providing any answers at all (even at the topics
of his expertise)3. In this case, Bob panalizes Jack based on (i)
the deviation of R1 from its lower bound, that is d1 = α − R1 ,
as well as (ii) the deviation of R2 from γ (d2 = γ − R2 ):
rJBob
ack

=
=

1
1
· (α − R1 )) + y2 · (1 − · (γ − R2 ))
α
γ
γ
R1
+ y2 ·
, y1 + y2 = 1
y1 ·
α
R2

y1 · (1 −

(4)

If R1 > β , Jack is unreliable. He is talkative and simply provides
answers in many areas where he has no background. This can
lead to the difusion of low quality information. In this case,
Bob penalizes Jack based on the (i) the deviation of R1 from
its upper bound, that is d3 = R2 − β , as well as (ii) the deviation
3 Of course, Jack might have no expertise at all and therefore, if reliable, he
will exhibit extremely low activity. As discussed in Section V in the current
work we are not interested into distinguishing between a selfish user and a
non-expert.

of

R2

rJBob
ack

from
=
=

γ (d2 = γ − R2 ):
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1
((w · n − β) − (R1 − β))
+ x2 · (1 − · (γ − R2 ))
(w · n − β)
γ
(w · n − R1 )
γ
x1 ·
+ x2 ·
, x1 + x2 = 1
(5)
(w · n − β)
R2

x1 ·

Note here that, the coefficients y1 , y2 , x1 and x2 , can also
be functions of R1 and/or R2 . For instance, when R1 < α, it
might be the case that the number of modes present (i.e., R2 )
is within the limit of γ . In this case, we should not use d2
(which is negative!) to penalize Jack, since he adheres to the
expected behavior. Therefore,
y1 =

y2 =

(

(

if R2 > γ
otherwise

ρy
1

1 − ρy
0

if R2 > γ
otherwise

(6)

(7)

Similar definitions can be given for x1 and x2 , controlled by
a different parameter ρx .
However, even if the R1 is kept below β it might be the
case that this happens not because Jack focuses on his topics
of expertise but because he is very little engaged to replying
(spreading his low activity across a number of topics). Thus the
right part of (3) needs to hold as well. In this case, Bob reduces
the reliability of Jack based on the number of excessive modes
present (d2 = γ − R2 ):
rJBob
ack

=





0
γ
R2

if R2 = w
otherwise

(8)

Mapping intervals to opinions: For more convenient
representation of our results, we will not directly make use
of the intervals obtained from the assessment scheme, but
we will represent them using the notion of opinion borrowed
from subjective logic [19]. This will also enable the use of
subjective logical consensus operators for combining opinions
from multiple users in our future work.
Let t, d and u be non-negative values such that t + d + u =
1,{t, d, u} ∈ [0, 1]3 . Then, the triple ω = {t, d, u} is called
an opinion, where components t, d and u represent levels
of trust, distrust and uncertainty. For example, high distrust
with some uncertainty (0.1) could be expressed as an opinion
ω 1 = {0.0, 0.9, 0.1}, while high trust with a minor uncertainty of
0.04 could be expressed as opinion ω 2 = {0.96, 0.00, 0.04}.
Assuming that rJBob
ack = [a, b], we generate the subjective logic
opinions using the following equation (likewise, a mapping can
be designed for the expertise opinion triplet ωJBob
ack,“F ootball“ ):
ωJBob
ack = {

a+b
a+b
b−a b−a
,1 −
−
,
}
2
2
2
2

(9)

V. E VALUATIONS
In this section, we present our simulation set up and the
evaluations of our assessment scheme.

In order to obtain the RMs, we emulate the behavior of
an information provider. In our study, we are primarily interested in identifying four categories of users; “Reliable expert”,
“Talkative expert”, “Reliable amateur” and “Talkative amateur”.
The names are self explanatory but to give an example, a
“Talkative expert” is someone who is a real expert on a few
topics (as expected), but she is also replying to questions
outside her specialization. On the contrary, a provider can
be classified as “Reliable amateur” if she does not have any
expertise (something which can also be common) and is sincere
enough not to provide any uncertain answers to any category.
Simply put, a “Reliable amateur” is aware of her non-expertise
and provides only a few answers (e.g., for the questions she
is certain about). We would like to emphasize the fact that
we make the implicit assumption that providers are not selfish;
thus, a real expert will always reply to questions that fall into
her area of specialization. Otherwise it will be extremely hard,
if possible at all, to distinguish between a “Selfish expert” and
a “Reliable amateur”.
Every user in the network has an a priori fixed expertise
in each topic (expertise vector) and a reliability value. By
sampling two uniform distributions and comparing the samples
with the real expertise/reliability, we can obtain the RMs based
on the diagram depicted in Figure 2. Furthermore, unless
otherwise stated, the values of the simulation parameters used
are shown in the table in the same figure. Finally, in our
experiments that involve dynamic behaviors, the notion of time
is not tightly related with the absolute time (e.g., seconds).
A jiffy/time ticks is equal to a full RM snapshot. In other
words, time t = x, means that there exists x snapshots (i.e.,
x · n questions in total) since the time we started observing the
network.
We would like to reiterate that currently we are only considering the existence of a reply or not, assuming that users
strictly adhere to the cognitive profiles presented. Nevertheless,
in reality the quality of an answer is not binary. In the future,
we seek to use data from real networks in order to examine
(i) the compliance of real users with the traits considered, (ii)
the effectiveness of our inference schemes and (iii) the improvements possible (if any) by incorporating expert knowledge
information.
B. Experimental Results
Recovering the real expertise/reliability: In our first set of
experiments, we opt to examine the accuracy of the individual
assessment scheme. We consider a set of 10 users to monitor.
After obtaining the RMs, we apply our framework and obtain
the corresponding opinions. We first examine the columns of
the RMs in order to obtain an estimation for the expertise
of the user with regards to each topic of interest. We then
examine the structure of the whole matrix in order to assess its
reliability. Denoting the real value of the attribute (topic expertise/reliability) with r, if r ∈ [t−u, t+u] ∨ |t−r| ≤ p·r, p ∈ [0, 1], we
have a correct inference. The value of p dictates the strictness
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of the convergence. Smaller values correspond to more strict
convergence. In our experiments, we have set p = 0.15. Our
results are depicted in Figure 3 where accuracy is shown for
the different number of snapshots used. Despite the fact that we
were able to recover the reliability for all the users, the accuracy
with regards to the expertise is relatively low (∼ 30%).
The reason for this performance can be attributed to the
fact that when applying MLE on each column of the RM,
the correctness of the answer is not considered. As a result,
the presence of multiple “1”s in a column is considered as a
sign of expertise. Nevertheless, a “Talkative” user will exhibit
this pattern over more columns than just the ones of his actual
expertise (if any). Thus, there will be an overestimation of user
expertise which results in the low accuracy. Figure 4 depicts the
CDF of the difference between the trust for the expert opinion
and the real expertise value for different number of snapshot
used for the estimation. As we can see with high probability,
the inferred value is much larger than the actual one. For
instance, with a probability greater than 40% this difference
is greater than 0.5. In order to overcome this problem, we
include a refinement phase. After estimating the reliability
of a user (which is extremely accurate), we scale down the
initial estimation of the expertise opinion (trust value) using
the assessed reputation. Since it must hold t + d + u = 1, the
expertise distrust and uncertainty both increased proportionally
to their initial inferred values. As observed in Figure 3, the
refined estimation is very accurate (∼ 95%).
Response to dynamic behavior: The above results correspond to static scenarios; the (real) expertise and reputation
values do not change during the network evolution. However,
in reality a user might change her behavior over time for
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various reasons. For instance, Alice is an expert in “Medicine“,
but her account got compromised by Eve who is a computer
scientist and knows nothing about medical questions. In this
set of experiments, we seek to examine the effect of similar
dynamic behaviors on the assessed quantities. We simulate 800
network snapshots with a behavior change taking place every
200 snapshots. The cycle followed is: “Reliable amateur“ →
“Reliable expert“ → “Talkative expert“ → “Talkative amateur“.
Figure 5 shows the reliability of a user (say Alice) along
with her expertise (no refinement phase) with respect to two
different topics. The real expertise topic corresponds to a
subject in which Alice indeed has expertise (i.e., “Medicine“),
while the false expertise topic corresponds to a category in
which she is not knowledgeable at all4 . As one can observe,
Alice’s reliability follows the behavioral cycle we simulated.
For the first 400 snapshots, her reliability is high, while for
the rest of the simulation period her reputation degrades. The
real reputation reduces to 0.1, however the degradation in the
assessed value is much less steep due to the accumulated nature
of the estimation (i.e., no RMs are ignored in the current
scheme even if they correspond to old snapshots that might have
become stale). The expertise assessment is more challenging
as alluded to above. As can be clearly seen from Figures
5(b) and 5(c), when Alice becomes talkative, her assessed
expertise is boosted in both types of topics. In the case of a
non expertise topic for the period between 400-800 snapshots,
Alice’s expertise is falsely increased. The same holds true for
4 Note here that, even for the expertise topic, there can be periods for which
Alice is an amateur and has no knowledge for this topic. This can correspond
to periods where she is building knowledge, her account is compromised as
mentioned above, etc.

the period between 600-800 snapshots in Figure 5(b), during
which Alice is an amateur (e.g., due to her account being
misused). However, if we examine the reliability and expertise
assessments in combination, we can identify the periods of false
expertise assessment, due to the low reliability of Alice. This
falls back to the refinement phase we introduced in the static
experiments. Simulating the same scenario using the refinement
engine, we obtain Figures 6(a) and 6(b). As it is evident
the non-expertise topic no longer exhibits false assessment.
Furthermore, there is a degradation of the trust in expertise
for the real topic of specialization, when Alice morphs from
“Talkative expert” to “Talkative amateur” as should be the case.
Nevertheless, there is a degradation of her expertise during the
“Talkative expert” period. This is an expected outcome of the
refinement performed: the trust in a user’s expertise degrades
with the reduction of the user reliability. The fact that Alice is
unreliable should affect our general trust in her replies. In our
example, the rate of degradation is relatively small.
To summarize, under the assumption that the cognitive
traits considered are true, our scheme provides high accuracy.
Furthermore, it can react to users’ behavioral changes fairly
fast.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS & SCOPE OF OUR WORK
To date very little attention has been paid to the quality
of the information delivered from a network. Assessing the
expertise and reliability of an information provider is the first
step towards quantifying this quality. Even though we focus on
Q&A SNs, we believe that similar approaches can be taken for
other kinds of data communication networks. For example, in
a sensor infrastructure even if the reporting device is reliable
(i.e., it has not been compromised by a malicious entity), its
report might not be very accurate due to its physical distance
from the event’s location. In this scenario, this distance defines
the context related to the expertise attribute. Identifying the
expected traits for an expert and reliable user of the underlying
network is the only requirement to apply our framework in
different scenarios.
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A PPENDIX
Given a data set, the mode is the value that occurs more frequently.
−
→
In our case the sample set Π J ack is a vector whose ith element πi , is
the number of responses from Jack with respect to category i. For a
topic of expertise j we expect to have πj = w, which will be the mode
→
−
of Π J ack (since this is the maximum possible value). By defining the
set S as follows:
S = {i|πi ≥ z ·

max
k∈{1,2,...n}

{πk }}

(10)

we have R2 to be equal to the cardinality of S, that is, R2 = |S|.
In our set of experiments we have set z = 0.8.

